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KAFFIR CORN.
At Last

.

Farmers

in the Arid Region
Have a "Sure thing.

The South Africa Maize Grows Luxuriantly In Kplte or Drouth In Prolific
In Yield and It a a Great ituuian
and Animal Food.

.

Dr.ChMBKR 11, 1895.
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5 CENTS
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seemingly of eqüal benefit to its growth. new that it was not recognized in the
The stalk looks somewhat like a sin- outside markets.
gle shoot of common corn, but shorter,
Experience had already developed the
attaining a height usually of from 4 to fact that it made a most admirable feed,
6 feet, and having pointed leaves of a either to winter stock or fatten them for
rich green color. The grain forms in a market, but with an abundance of the
head at the extreme point of the shoot', grain on band, Oklahoma farmers soon
where the tassel is on ordinary corn, the discovered that it was better for horses
heads being from 7 to 12 inches in than either corn or oats, making them
length and 6 to 8 in circumference, and fat and stout and giving them a sleek,when ripe look like great white or red glossy apearance. Both horses and
plumes standing proudly erect.
cattle thrive on the grain, but do as1
The grains are almost round, a little well on the fodder as on the-- best bay,
larger than a grain of rice and much re- and Mil eat up the entire stalk, even
sembling a grain of wheat in interior after it is quite dry, and cows produce
richer milk and more of it than when
structure.
bran;
There are two varieties, red añil white, fed on hay and
Wljen
it came to feeding hogs it was
the latter being the favorite crop, und
they gained flesh more rapidfound
that
the grains taken separately compare in
appearance' most remnrkably with an ly thaii when fed on coinmom corn, and
cient descriptions of Hie manna sent the IKHiltryinen have found the Kaflir grain
children of Israel during their wander- an admirable egg 'producer, ami when
ings in the desert, and, coining as it did led iiiiihreshed the fowls are given exto the people of the Western plains this ercise in picking it from the'l'iead.
vear when wheat and all else was so
The Ihivb ami girls soon discovered
greatly affected by the drouth, it seemed that it would pop ast well as popcorn,,
like another supply of manna sent by the grains popping out large, white anil
tender, and women in the country found
the God of Israel.
'
Though raised as an experiment here that boiled like rice the grain was excel- ami tlmre throughout the West for sev- lent eaten with creain and sugar, . thut
eral years it was not until the present inashed in toa pulppy.'mass it. iiiade an
year that, it became a prominent crop. admirable pudding, and it was 'also a
s
suhstitutejioininy , being preWhen the drouth of last spring killed
the wheat and oats and seemed almost pared .much easier than the regular
certain to ruin the corn, the few who grades.
.
?.
.'Still the .quantity pfoducci was ho
'had had experience wi'h the new grain
liegan to advise their neighbors u plant great that the people continued to wonluifhr corn, as it would grow all right in der what they would do with it. .,
r
The owner of tlie roller mills at .Metl.i- dry weather, and they could thus at
least raise feed for their stock. The ciiie Lodge, Kan.'.on experiment Jicnt,
newspapers took up the advice and soon ran some of the grain'. tbr()U.'h.,)his;
everv fanner throtiüh'u.it ihu we.t "was meal grinder, and producen meal, pror ,
HMtin Kaffircorn, utilizing the around nounced in everv wav equal to (lie or- where his wheat and oats had failed or diwarv corn meal, but he wav not. con- special
planting on. sod. or scattered., patches tent with tliis,'biit .rigged
where his early corn had been burned set of burrs "aiid produced a new pro-- '
diict that bids tuir tocreate(n revolution
out.
'breadstuff Kaffir floi'ir. (,
The planting was continued .until well ill the
Some of ihl'H'floúr' wiirtiije'ii' bj ;'MV.
along in August,- - (He. acreage being in
" '
many sections greater than that ever de- I. V.':'&oiit, '"'I 'Mediciné' Lodge,'' 'and''
voted toa single crop. In ' Oklahoma ma le (nib fight bread.'' The írcád Was
alone nearly 50,000 acres Were planted foully ai? w lii tit as' bread.' mailé jroñrVc"
with the new crop, ' .And every gralii of com! irrade wheát Hoiir. and ils swe !
''
it planted grew and thrived to maturity, and palatable. Tin' fliif was' bundled'
and before the summer was over the by Mrs. Stóñt 'jiisr, as síié does whe t
farmers began to "wonder 'what' they Hour in "making light bread "ajid l lie
would do with UidJ.. .Thc.y, knew it was bread in no way resembled corn brea .
Samples of'thih Iirst hatch of Kallir
good feed for stock,but .there was not
stock enough in the the territory to bread were" sent to yarioiis' towns,, an.d it
consume if, and the nroduct was yet so was everywhere' pronounced 'equal to
-

The question of successful farming in
the semi-ari- d
.regions of the great west is
solved at last; that bugaboo, possible
failure of the wheat crop and consequent demand of cash for flour to feed
the family, that has so long haunted
the waking hours and disturbed the
sleep of the struggling western farmer,
is dispelled like the .mists before the
south wind that blows across the trackless prairies, and the great west hails
a deliverer, coming, like London's fabulous Barnatto, from the unknown realms
of South Africa.
Kaffir .om, first introduced on the
American Continent from the Kaffir
country, in Africa, less than a decade
since, is still an unknown product to
s
oí the people of the United
States.
At first planted here and there as a
curiosity, it was found lo grow readily
in all localities and under all conditions,
and experiment developed the fact that
it would mature a crop in the hottest
seasons on the liih western plains. A
more extended planting of the new
grain and a comparison of' results ob
tained soon develop the fact that'
whether the season .was wet or dry, cool
or hot, long or short, this new product
would ll iriveonall kinds (if soiU with
theminiu.um of cure and cultivaiioii,
and planted any time between the 1st. of
April and the middle uf July L would
mature an absolutely sure crop of grain
and fodder before the frosts of autumn,
It will grow luxuriantly on. I ho sod, of
newly broken ground, produce line crops
either on bottom or upland, is a natural
enemy of. weeds and will be as clean
with two cultivations as Indian corn
"'-.- "
with four times as many.'.''
It is rather slow in germinating and
getting a start of growth, hut is correspondingly sure, not requiring rains to
sprout it, and when once well under
way it grows right along cloudy weather or bright, drouth or rain, hot winds
or northers all being the same to it and
nine-tenth-
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bread made from wheat flour, the only
diuVence being ila dark color. It is,
however, not darker than the ord'nt y
Grábatri bread, and is pronounced mui-better ia flavor by the majority of thote
who have tried it.
The Medicine Lodge mill at once began taiaking the flour in quantity, b,ú
coufd hot began to supply the demand.
As the fame of the new product spread
other mills began to make it, until at
thu present time Ijalf the mills alo. 13 the
Southern Kansas bqrder and .two-thirof those in Oklahoma-arturning out
KaiBr flour and meal. By actual experiment in his own household, the writer
has found the flour to make admirable
bread and biscuits, and to do fairly well
in cakes and pies, while the meal alone
makes excellent corn dodgers and mush
and corn bread superior to the old kind
d
and a mixlure of
of the flour
s
and
meal makes cakes superior to most grades of buckwheat.
Nearly every woman in Oklahoma is
experimenting with tne new products,
and new uses are discovered for them in
the culinary line almost daily, while the
farmers and stock raisers are also experimenting along, their lines with increasing succeis and satisfaction 011 every side.
With the wonderful and manifold uses
of this new product, with t lie assurance
of a profitable use for every portion of it.
with its sure growth,' whether planted
early or late, on the dryest ground, with
the possibility of two successful crops
from the same ground, either by planting upon ground from which wheat
has been harvested or pliuitingearly and
cutting off the head as soon as matured,
resulting in the formation' of three
mailer but perfect heads, with a crop
that remains green until December and
can be gathered at will any time throughout the fall or early winter, and with ah
assured yield of from forty to 100 bushels per acre, what more can the farmer
want, whether in a climate wet or dry-e- ast,
west, north or south?
KatKr corn has come to stay, and the
American fann.ir in any part nf the nation who fails to appreciate its worth
and take advantage of his yrout opportunities, will suri'ly dud hinielf in the
lurch in the reckoning of tint yean' to
come. St Louis t
ds

one-thir-

two-third-

he is not prepared to earn his living by
his own labor, to obey the laws that
white men have to observe, and to con
duct himself generally like a human
being with a right to remain in the
world. "Allotments slould be made
long before reservations are opened,"
the secretary says, "and each Indian
should be settled upon his homestead
before citiand become
zenship is conferred upon him.'' This
.may be true so far as the exercise of
political rights is concerned; but it is
doubtful if such a policy would have any
other effect than that of indefinitely
postponing the desired result. Those
Indians who have acquired homesteads
and citizenship in this way, we are told,
"still need every dollar they receive";
and the sober fact is that they will continue this necessity just so long as they
are not required to depend entirely upon
their own exertions for their support.
It is useless to talk about making industries and thrifty citizens out of the
Indians by trusting to their voluntary
efforts in that direction, no matter what
assistance and inducements mav be
given to them. Tney will not work if
they can help it, and the aid which is
intended to encourage them and hasten
their improvement only serves to confirm them in idleness and indigence.
Their pride is of the kind that scorns
labor, and yet is not ashamed to accept
charity and even to claim it as a rignt.
There is but one way to secure the effective application of their physical and
mental energies to the problem of
and that is to force them to
earn nil they get. 80 long as they are
fed and clothed and provided with the
nececBsaries of life at the expense of the
Government, they will not change their
ways or increase their prospects of ultimate redemption from the besetting
drawbacks of their race. The task of
trying to civilize tnem by treating tnem
as wards and pensioners having a legitimate claim upon the Treasury for a
living has been going on now for a lifetime, and is known to be a practical
failure. There has been no progress
worth mentioning except under compulsion. The vast sums of money appropriated for their benefit have been

virtually squandered. They remain
lazy and shiftless, bloodthirsty and depraved, as they were at the beginning;
and they will never be otherwise until
they are given to understand that they
must work or starve. St Louíb

Carry the Neni to HorrUon,
The following press disDatch was recently published in theGlobe-Demacra- t:
Washington, D. C, November 30.
Delegate Thomas B. Catron, of New
Mexico, had not been in Washington
twenty-fou- r
hours untill he had begun
work on the admission of New Mexico.
He has already formed a pretty
close idea of the composition of the
Committee on Territories, and believes
he will get the bill favorably reported
very soon after the holidays. New Mexico will have six delegates in the next
Republican National Convention, and
five of them will be for Thomas B. Reed.
This
fact is not likely to
operate as a drag on the progress of the
admission bill.
New Faflt California Train.
On Oct. 29 the Santa
Fe route will inaugurate new and strictly

limited

first-clas- s

vice to southern

serCali-

fornia. The California
limited will leave Chicago at 6 p. ni. reaches
Los Angelos in three
days and San Francisco
in three and one-hadays. A savins of half
a day's lime froin this station correspondingly reduced. Equipment will
consist of superb new vestibule Pullman palace and compartment sleeper,
chair car and dining car through to Los
Angelos wiihont change.
This will be the fastest and most luxurious seJvice via any line to California.
Another daily traiii will carry through
palace sleeper and tourist sleeper to San
Francisco and tourist sleeper to Los
Angeles as at present. For lull particulars inquire of
H. M. Steckkr,
Agent.
lf

WANTED-A- N
IDEAJñSSTJSIS
thing to patent ? Protect your ideas ; they may
bring you wealth. Write JOHN WEODER-BUH- N
& CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
D. 0., ior their 11,800 prize oiler.

'iole-P.nioi.'ra- i.

The
The Indian Allitiuunt Nyxtem.'
That part of the report of
of the Interior which permitís to the
allotment of lands as a solution of the
Indian problem will be read wiih gener-

CLARK- '

WHITSON-LEITC-

H

;i

MUSIC CO.

al interest. The plan has not yet proved
to be much of a success, it seems. According to the present law, an Indian
EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
11!) San Franekco St.
becomes a citizen of the United States
Í0S Railroad Arerve.
upon receiving his allotment, and in
many cases he is not prepared for what Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
the secretary naively calls "the conseTuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
quences of citizenship." That 9 to say,
Write them for catalogue of now style Pianos, Tuday

TMK F.AOLE: WEI)NK81)AY

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.
A

Purely

Orlit of Kuadnble raragruplu Which
ShnuUl

Itr

Not

Overlooked
our Readnri
lit)

Court is over,
Tlia Lone Mountain school closed last
Friday.

The petit jury was discharged lust
Saturday.
Only two weekH from today until
Christmas.
The regular Club dance at Neweomb
Hall Friday night.
A lodtre of the A. 0. U. V. is to be
instituted at Hanover, in this county.
Silver City for climate, for health, for
business, for pleasure and enjoyment.
The Dona Ana election contest cases
will come up for hearing on Friday of
this week.
The case of V. C. Davenport is set for
trial on the first Thursday of the next
term in May, 1896.
Last Sunday was a day of remarkable
salubrity for even the incomparable
climate of Silver City.
The little folks are now interested in
Santa Clans, Kris Kringle und St Nicholas. Dont let them be disappointed.
There will I no territorial conrt in
Socorro, there being no funds available.
United States court is now in session
there.
The afternoon of New Year's day, at
Neweomb Hall, the Silver City Social
(.'lub will give a children's masquerade
party.
The ladies of the Methodist church
will have a bazaar next Wednesday, the
18th. Many beautiful and useful articles w ill le offered for sale.
Theieveie 115 scholars in utw i ranee
at the Sunday School of the Me hodit
church last Sunday. It is expected tlnu
the number will reach 125 next Sunday.
The glorious sunshine and puro mou
tain air in Silver City in the past
was enjoyed by many
two weeks
who have found the real sanitarium in
n-

New Mexico.

The employes of Gillett

&

II. Gillett, Win. F. Gillett,

John
Honleigh

Son

Simon
and
dance to the
patrons of that popular house in the
new retail grocery store room, just completed on Broad way, tomorrow, Thursday
night. A general invtations is extended and no admission fee charged.

Max
Miller
Casey will give a social

Dotson,

DKCKMlH-iUl-

,

Mrs, Johns, of Salina, Kansas, will
lecture at the Methodist church, Friday
night, under the auspices of the National
Woman's Suffrage League. Admission
free and everybody invited.
Delegate Catron, by agreement of a
caucus of the territorial delegates will
be assigned to the committees on Territories, Land Claims and Military in the
national house of representatives,
A very enioyable time was had by
those who attended the social dance
given by A. Witzel, at Morrill Opera
house last Friday night. All were delighted with unmarred pleasures of the
evening.
The city pound corral has been rebuilt by Laizure A Grabe and a strict
and impartial enforcement of the ordinance against stock running at large in
the streets of Silver City may now lie
looked for.

Pinos Altos, the old timo gold producer is coming to the front again. All the
principal mines of the camp being
woked with full forces of men and all
the mills running to their full capacity
day and night.
A troop, of cavalry from Fort Payard
passed through town on Sunday evening
hound westward, a report being circulated that a figh'. had token place be
tween Park's posse and the Indians who
murdered Merrill and his niece, near
Ash Springs, Arizona.
In the trial pi the cases of N. Kael,
constable of the San Juan precinct
charged with an assault with a deadly
weapon upon P. Navaretta, in the district court last Friday, the jury, after
being out until 11 p. m. were discharged
being unable to agree upon a verdict.
Died At Globe, Arizona, November
10. 1895, John Kauwdell. Aged about
lit) years.
Mr. Kamsdell was a resident of Silver
City nearly twenty years airo and highly

li.H.

He was a hroi
Whitehill and Kiehard

of
II idson,

of this city.
Geo. D. Jones is feeling on corn chop
and hay three of the largest beef steers
ever brought to market in Silver City.
The lightest oí the three weighed H16
pounds when feeding commenced. These
tine steers will h beefed for the Christmas Holidays to supply his customers
with the choicest of beef.

When it became evident that the
court funds would be insuliicient to pay
the expenses ut the trial of W. C. Davenport, indicted for murder in the
killing of Sig. Weisl, the case was, last
Thursday, continued until next term.
Davenport being held in custody in the
county jail. An application for a writ
of habeas corpus to determine whether
or not he shall be permitted to give bail
will probable be made to Judge Hants,
in chain hers.

I

O

Jt!i5.

il

A cocking main for 100, between birds
of Ed Klrage, of Mangos and C. A.
of this city will take place at
Morrill Opera House, on Christmas day.
The birds re thoroughbreds and In
line condition and rare sport will be
witnessed hv those attending. Tickets
$1.

G. H. Adams, a blind man, formerly a
minister, now in the insurance business
preached a most interesting anil instructive sermon at the Methodist
church, last Sunday morning. The
church was crowded and he held the
close attention of the congregation for
a full hour.
Married.
At Silver City, Decern her

(I.

1805,

by

Justice Isaac Givens, Authur Clark and
Miss PhoelH) A Patten.
Mr. Clark is a son of Thos. J. Clark
alcalde of precinct No. 25, on the (Jila,
and his bride is highly spoken of as an
estimable young lady by those who have
the pleasure of her acquaintance.
The Eaoi.k extends congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs. Clark.

GILLETT & SON
are located in the
SILVER CITY

NA-

TIONAL tonk build-

ing, one Mock below

our former place oi
business.
Until FURTHER NOTICF.
will

we

sell

CANNED

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
In cases to CONSUMERS
cost,

at

These goods were in

the basement which was
.

Hooded with water,

but are

not damaged In tho least.

.
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When in nóed of anything in the
John II. Bragaw came in from Gold
or Glassware line call on D.
Hill last Sunday and drove on to George- Crockery
Neff & Co., a complete line to select
town.
from, and price to suit the t imes. MilMention of People You Do and Do
liard Street
next door to Rosenberg's.
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e ofNot Know.
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
Mrs. S. A. Alexander has been very
at reasonable rates.
ill with blood poisoning for several days
past and, at one time her life was desMiss
the
from
returned
Pearl
Potson
Other Intoreatlni; Mutter Which Cnn He
Mangas on Monday, her school in that paired of. Site is reported as much imHeart With Profit By All Our
proved and believed to be now out of
district having closed last week.
Tom unpeople.
danger.
A full line of children's ladies' and
gents' shoes in stoek, at lowest prices,
II. B. Holt, the official stenographer of
at Borenstein Bros.' Ten cent store.
courts, U.S. and territorial, will rethe
S. P. Carpenter went to Doming yesMiss Flora Derbyshire, of Pinos Altos move from Las Cruces to Silver City
terday.
has been visiting in Silver City for sev- next month, to reside herein the future.
Fresh candies every (lav at Martin
eral davs, the guest of Miss Josie White-hil- Mr. and Mrs. Holt, will be cordially
Mailer's.

PERSONAL PALAVER.

,

L

welcomed.

Rich. P. Hart went to Lordsburg on
Sal unlay.

Miss

D. Neff & Co. have vacated the store
Gertie Scott came over from
room in the Skelly block and moved
on Saturday to visit her mothHanover,
L. V. Tatnm, of Cooney was in town
er returning to her school there on Sun- their stock of crockery, glassware, lamps
on Sunday.
etc. into the room on Billiard street,
day.
next to Henry Rosenberg's clothing
J. J. Kicster name in from Gold Hill,
Miss Alice Jones, who is attending the store, vacated by B. T. Link.
on .Monday.
Agricultural College, at Las Cruces will
Harry Herbert and sister Miss Kate
Best Kaunas patent Hour for sale at return home for
the
on the Herbert are guests at the Broadway
Holidays,
Martin Maliers.
21st.
hotel, from Newcastle, Delaware. .Mr.
.1. C. Cureton was in: town from the
John B. Card came in from Mogollón Herbert is an invalid and, with his sisMimbres on Saturday.
on Sunday to remain a few days. He ter, will probably remain here until next.
Miss Susi.) Adair, P. M. at Pinos Altos
will remove his family to Silver City May. They are friends of S. H. Eckles.
was in town Saturday.
next month.
B. T. Link has moved his meat market
Don't read jour neighbor's paper but
Milliard street into the mom with
across
Call at George D. Jones' and leave
subscrilie for Tim Eaüi.u.
your orders for Christmas delicacies, Biggs & Whituliill successors to J. J.
John Brockman was a passenger on Turkey, Cranberries, celery, oysters ami Mchwen and announces that be will
sell meats and' everything else in his
game, all of the best.
yesterday's out ,vard train.
line very cheap, fur cash only ami keeps
George Hughes, who pushes a fuller no bunks. (Jive him a call and Iim sur
Dan P. Casey, the Mogollón miner is
for the Enterprise over the signature of prised at the quantity of meals and proin town for two week's lay off.
"Dixie,"
occassional!)', is in from Gold visions you will get for your money.
M. F. Fleming, of the upper Hila was
Hill. His tirst visit for five vears.
in town Friday and Saturday.
i
George Sibole, of Georgetown was in
Mrs. Frank Farns worth is in the e.ity
town on Saturday, returning from a trip
visiting Mrs. S. A. Alexander.
to Deming with a car load of ore from
Pinito Pino, eourt interpreter returned the .McGregor mine in
that camp.
home to Las Cruces yesterday.
Bicycle?, duns and Revolvers
S. 11. Gillett, attorney, formerly of
John T. Mitchell and iamiiy are oc- Silver City, now associated with Warr
IVmnpUy Rep'iired.
cupying the house of J. W. Ripley.
I'.iUes Keusoiiulilo.
rei'i A Fergusson, at Albuquerque was in
R. A. Knowles, of Deming was a visYiinfclo
St. Stive City. N. M.
the city on Saturday, on court business.
itor to the county seat on .Saturday.
Herbert W. Dawson and wife, C. H.
Max Sehutz started yesierdav mornCurtis and Miss Clara OLen, of Haning for Kansas City on a business trip. over were registered at the Southern on
Miss Mildred Mrahatu, who has been Sunday, returning home the same day.
teaching at Separ, is at home again.
'Mrs. Julius English and Miss Lizzie
Our stoves havo arrived. Come and Robinson were down from Pinos Altos
see them.
M. W. Nel'i.
an Saturday making purchases for a
Rev. Edward S. Cross will occupy the Christmas tree entertainment, in tin
mol house at that place.
Methodist pulpit next S.tnd.iy nigiit.
Assessor T. X. Childers left on SunChits. A; Spi'ess, a Santa Fe attorney
was hen- - last Saturday o.i
y.u
lazi- day's train for Suneea, Missouri, oi a
'
visit to his aged parents, whom he has
ness,
years. He it
The Ladies' Bazaar will he in the. not seen for twenty-twin
about
weeks.
three
return
Thinner dining h ill. . 0,. ters will be
In bis recent trip to the Mogolbn.,
served.
,'9's
Rev.
Edward S. Crins, of the Kpm'opil
Julius Loomis, the ".Major" went to
tStrfJ'Af .
Santa V yesterday , with uis father A. church, held thiee services at Ah golluii,
and one each at Graham, Cooney,
lUHUU,
.1. Loomis.
Mine and Pleasaiilon.
W. A. Heather, tho heavv-weiaMrs. Will F. Gillett returned from an
nierchant and postmaster at Cliff was in
extended
visit to relatives in tho eitat
town on Saturday.
FARGO & CO, mmi.
last Friday.. Frank Reed, a brother of C. H.
MARKET IT. CHICAQC
Go to D. Neff and Co's. eroekery store
and get a guess at the big live foot can- Mrs. Gillett came with her and will pro- For Sale by
dle, with each 50c purchase. First prize bably remain for some time in Silver
12 piece toilet set, second prize china set. Citv".

I J.

SMITH

General Repair Shop.

Fargo's $2.50

if

e

lit

'

o

Con-flden- ee

...Shoes...
1Í.-S0- 0

C.CShoemaker.

THE EAULR: WKDXKSDAY, DKCKVRKR 11. 1H5.
MuIch1 and Dramatic Entertainment.

Tonight, at Morrill Opera House will
be given mi entertainment by local talent for the benefit, oí the Episcopal
church improvement fund which should
be attended by every body. The following in thu programe and cast; the names
thereon are sullicient guarantee of the
excellence of the performance:
1'aut 1.

lnsfl

Dxwt Violin mill Piano. Fra Plavolo.
Mr. Uarnuü anif Mrs. Norton.
O. the Slid Moment of Parting.
Quartet
Mentíanles Morrill and Norton. Messrs

Norton and

Selfoy.

Holo.,

Nlglitlnnale'B Trill.
MIssGruro Braldwood Wiilker.
Recitation
The Mustard Fluster
Kiif!enu Wurren.
Trio
In Old Madrid.
Mi'sditmi's Morrill and Norton,
Miss Kuucky.
Holo
llcdonln Souk.
Prof, Geo. Selliy.
Hclei'ted.
Instrumental Duet
Mrs. Morrill and Allen Ualley.

I'at2.

Farce enlilled

'Turn Him Out."
Cast
.7. J, slierldan.
Nlcodenuis Nolibs
Itliu riint vender of juvenile toys.
Mackintosh Moku
Herbert lilslion.

F.Klaiitlno Hoseluaf
Julia (Moku's wife.)

A. 1'. Nii'liol.
Mrs. f). Neff.

Mrs. J.
A maid of all work.

Susan
Admission

To

cents.

.7.

Sheridan.

Reserved

seats

at 1'orterlieldV, without extra charge.
Ilowtimn

&

Yuuiik'h Minttroln.

Last Wednesday night, at Morrill
Opera house, the above troupe gave a
performance to the most crowded house
that has yet been congregated in the
opera house. Every seat was taken and
standing room was at a premium.
This troupe is advertised as "high
class" minstels, and travel with their
own private car. With a cornet band
and a Mreet parade of the tweiity-ffvmembers of the company they attracted
a great deal of attention.
The performance was of the usual
character of negro minstrel music, singing, dancing, bones and and jokes mid
jibes. The hand music was fine, the
singing was not up to the expectations
of the crowded house, but the dancing
and the bone playing were excellent and
the tricks of the contortionist were superior to anything ever witnessed here

The Dewey lleytvonri Concert Company
The excellent performance of this
company at Morrill Opera house on
Tuesday night, December 3, was not as
well attended as it should have been.
They merited a much better reception
in Silver City.
Hr some means an impression got
abroad on the day of their coming that
their entertainment was not likely to
lie satisfactory and many were induced
to remain away. Never was a greater
injustice done to any troupe than in
the circulation of such a report. Th
disappointed ones were those who did
not go.
The cornet solos were perfect renditions of faultless music and the violin
solos were delightful. The literary
or readings were well rendered
an'1 the whole performance evoked
the
most generous applause. The company
responded to encores and made every
effort to please the small audience in

Mexico. El Paso Times. Dec. 2.
The bride is a sister of Mrs. Aaron
Schutz of this city and Mr. Grunsfeld i

former resident here.
The Kidcl HuililhiK.

Laizure & Grabe, the well known contractors mid builders have secured the
contract for the repair and rebuilding
of the Kiild storeroom on the west side
of Milliard street, which was so badly
damaged by the Hood of last July and
are now engaged thereon.
The entire north wall of the
structure and the foundation under if
will be taken down and rebuilt. Tin'
front will be reconstructed and the entire floor taken up and relaid. Whin
completed it will be entirely safe froii.
damage by future floods and will lie one
of the most desireable business locations
in the city.
attendance.
M. V. Neff will occupy the building
An enthusiastic welcome awaits the
his large stock of hardware.
with
Dewey Hey wood Company upon their
return to this citv.
two-stor-

TEN CENT STORE

at til Faso.
At the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Schutz, on San
Francisco street, Sunday evening, Mr.
James Grunsfeld, of Albuquerque, and
PROPRIETORS.
Miss Carrie Schutz, of the this city,
Dealers in
were united in the bonds of matrimony.
Judge C. X. Huekler olliciateil. Only DRY GOODS aild CLOTHING,
relatives of the bride and groom and a
few
intimate friends were present.
and
Among them were Mr. and Mrs. N.
GLASSMr. and Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld, CHILDREN'S' SHOES.
Mrs, AllHTt Grensield, E. A. Grunsfeld,
Mr. and Mrs. Spitz, of Albuquerque, Mr. WARE and CROCKERY.
and Mrs. Aaron Schutz, of Silver City,
Door
On Bullard St. Next
Jacob Schutz and Mr. and Mrs. A. SoloTo Oillett dt Son.
mon of this city. The groom is one of
A

WedilliiK

BORENSTEINBROS.

ladies', gents'

e

before.
A second performance was given on
Thursday r.ight to a much smaller audience.
It is said that the receipts for the two
evenings aggregated over .$400. The
company went from here to Las Cruces
and are now in El Paso.

Albuquerque's most successful young
business men. He and his bride left
last evening on a bridal trip through

B. T. LINK,
Proprietor of the
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Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef,

Pork and Mutton.

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season..

There are five Sundays, live Mondays,
five Tuesdays and two full moons in Also a full line
this month of December. The latter
on the 2d and 1st.

of

FttUIT.

We solicit your patronage

HVLLARD ST., SILVER CITY. N. M.
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The Two Wheels.
the name of ."Myrtle" No. 9. was inn
The following from the Warsaw
stituted at that place on the 4th inst.,
is a hard hit at the "new woman" with forty charter members. That paon the bicycle:
per says, of the order:
She sings by her wheel at the low cot- "Tho objects and purposes of Hebekah
tage door,
lodges are :
Which the long evening shadows are
1. To aid in the establishment and
stretching before.
of homes for aged and inmaintenance
With a music as sweet which seems
Breathed softly and faintly in the ear digent Odd Fellows and their wives, or
of our dreams. John (J. Whittier. for the widows of deceased Odd Fellows ;
If the good Quaker poet could only come and homes for the care, education and
support of orphans of deceased Odd Felback
And cast his mild eye over progress' lows.
2. To visit the sick, relieve the distrack,
tressed
and in everyway to assist subFrom the maidens that were to the
ordinate
and sister Rebekah lodges in
maidens that be,
Oh, Weeping Jerusalem, what would he kindly ministrations to the families of
Odd Fellows, who are in trouble or want.
see?
3. To cultivate and extend the social
The maiden who sat by her wheel at and fraternal relations of
life among
the door,
lodges and the families of Odd Fellows.
Isn't running that kind of a wheel any All Odd Fellows in good standing, their
more ;
wives and unmarried women who have
She spinneth not flax by the cottage
attained the Hgo of 18 years are eligible
door neat ;
to membership.
She straddles the wheel and goes forth
There are now in the Uniied States
on the street.
4,000 Rebekah lodges with a memberThe girl with the wheel, in the good old ship of nearly 300,000, and during the
past year the order disbursed in relief
Quaker's day,
Calm, quiet and modest was spinning $3,i)00,000."
Indi-ania-

'

away

At the regular meeting of I. S. Tiffany
Where the cool waters flowed and the
lodge, No. 13. I. O. O. F. in this city,
light zephyrs fair
Blew the truant locks loose that had last Thursday night, the following oifi- cers were elected for tho term ensuing
strayed from her hair.
from January 1, 1896: C. G. Bell, noble
And her manner was tranquil, her skin
grand; A. Witzel, vice grand; C. E.
lily white,
Windridge, secretary; L. II. Rowlee,
And her gown it was clean and her
treasurer, and A. P. Ross, trustee.
speech was polite.
In short, this fair maiden, the wheel
who possessed,
Was a pattern of modesty, coolness

and

rest.
The girl with the wheel at the present
goes out,
Without any weak hesitation or doubt,
Anil in diit, and dust, perspiration and
heat,
She pushes her way 'tnong the teams on
the street.
She has large baggy trousers, no bothersome skirt,
A

manly cravat, and a coat, and a shirt,
And her face becomes red, as she onward doth plow,
And the hot
stands forth
u

mi her brow.

Oh, shades of our grandnitcliers, look
o'er the tide ;
Think of your spinning, the cottage

The Trujillo Duran Miirdnr Cune,
The trial of Juan Trujillo and Abel
Duran, in tho district court, charged
with the murder of Cipriano Gonzales,
on the Lower Mimbres, in May Isst was
concluded last Wednesday night. After
tho testimony was all in and before the
arguments of counsel, judge Bantz directed tho discharge of Abel Duran,
stiitii'g that no evidence had been given
connecting him in any way with the
killing, After able arguments by district attorney Ilarlleo, and by John J.
Bell and J. A. Ancheta for the' defense
the case of Trusillo was given to the
jury, who returned a verdict of acquit-a- l,
being out only twenty minutes.
The evidence against the accused was

YOUR

wholly circums'antial and was not
connected to justify a verdict
which would result in eaprnl punishe
ment neither was there
a
for the killing on the part of tho
accused.
mo-tiv-

Do You Want

11

(Inod Hunch.

ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
bargain. Farm tools and stock included,
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
mean business, Tun Eaoi.k, Silver City.
N. M., is prepared to give you it bargain.
Write now forpartieulars.
A first c ass

'i

Broadway Hotel.
This Favorite Hotel has
been completely refitted
and is first class in
every particular.
Sample Room in Connection.

Abraham,

A.

Proprietor.

BROADWAY RESTAURANT.
Under Broadway Hotel.

Everything New and Elegant..

Meals at all hours, dav and
night.
Oysters, fish and game in season.

The best meals in the city.
Jim On,
Chef and Manager.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AM) ACCIDENT
INSURANCE,
NoTAHV

Olllce lit

BUIIMC.
l'ost-offlc- e.

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

ATTENTION

e,

PLEASI

I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
Thun look at the bloomers, this shirt
etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
and cravat,
business at the same place.
Shades of our ancestors, ''where are we
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried
at?"
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and wil.
a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
appreciate
Rebeknh
Degree of Odd Vellown.
Theí Santa Fe New Mexican states the
a hew lodge of the above degree, under

Very Truly,

J.

R,

HICKS,

1
TUB EAGLE

CLEVELAND
Blames

ON

SILVER.

Silver for the Withdrawals
of Gold for Shipment.

:

WEDNKSDAY,

DKCfiMBKR 11. 18W5.

holders, remains outstanding and prepared to join their older and more experienced allies in future raids upon the
treasury's gold reserve. In other words,
the government has paid in gold more
s
than
of its Uuited States
notes and still owes them all. It has
of its notes
paid in gold about
f
given for silver purchases without ex
tinguishing by such payment one dollar
of these notes. When, added to all this
we are reminded that to carry on this
astounding financial scheme the government has incurred a bonded indebted
ness of $95,500,000 in establishing a gold
reserve, and of $162,315,400 in efforts to
maintain it; that the annual interest
charge on such bonded indebtedness is

establish a bimetallic currency undertook free coinage upon a ratio which accidentally varied from the actual relative value of the two metals not more
than 3 per cent- - In both caaes, notwithstanding greater difficulties and
cost of transportation than now exists,
the coins whose intrinsic worth was undervalued in the ratio gradually and
surely disappeared from our circulation
and went to other countries where their
real value was better recognized."

.

nine-tenth-

Bnt 4375.000,000

In Gold Have Been
Shipped Since the Bepeul of the
Bland Law.

one-hal-

The president treats the silver question rather Bhabbily in his message.
He blames silver for the present strained
The Poisonous Acids.
financial situation, yet he goes on to
blood
In
should be taken up and re
the
show that while the Bland coinage law
moved by the Liver and Kidneys, but
was in force there were about $28,000,000
these organs get out of order fail to do
in gold sent abroad during a period of
their work and the result is Rheuma
more than eleven years or an average of
tism. There are a thousand remedies
considerably less than $3,000,000 a year more than $11,000,000; that a continu- for the Liver and Kidneys, but there is
one cure for Rheumatism, and tha'.
while since that time the shipments have ance in our present course may result in onlv
is Úr. Drummond's Lightning Remedy.
bond
we
issues,
have
and that
aggregated about $375,000,000, or an further
If you have the disease, send $5 to the
average of about $70,000,000 a year since suffered or are threatened with all this Drummond Medicine Co., 48 Maiden
the coinage of silver under a democratic for the sake of supplying gold for foreign Lane, New York, and they will send t"
two large bottles-eno- ugh
Mr. Cleveland shipment or facilitating its hoarding at your express address
law was suspended.
for one month's treatment. Any
is
which
home,
exhibited
a situation
says: "The foreign statements of events
one who is having an argument with the
and conditions develop the fact that after certainly ought to arrest attention and Rheumatism will feel fully repaid by
the first dose. Agents Wanted.
bonded provoke immediate legislative relief."
increasing our interest-bearin- g
indebtedness more than $162,000,000 to
"I have constantly had in mind the
save our gold reserve we are nearly fact that many ot my countrymen, whose
where we started, having now in such sincerity I do not doubt, insist that the
and
reserve $79,333,968, as against $65,438, cure for the ills now threatening us may
Stables,
Feed
377 in February, 1891, when the first be found in the single and wimple reme
bonds were issued. Though the amount dy of the free coinage of silver. They
L. II. Rowlee, Proprietor.
of gold drawn from the.treasury appears contend that our mints shall be at once
to be very large, as gathered from the thrown open to the free and unlimited
Dealer in Hay and Grain.
facts and figures herein presented, it and independent coinage of both gold
Free Stable room for Freighters.
actually was much larger, considerable and silver dollars of full legal tender
Tills popular Corral, repaired and resums having been acquired by the treas- quality, regardless of the action of any built. Is bettor fitted than ever to accommoury within the several periods stated other government, and in full view of date the public.
Special Inducements to the Freighting
without the issue of bonds.
the fact that the ratio between the mettrade.
"On the 28th of January, 1895, it was als which they suggest calls for 100c
reportedly the secretary of the treasury worth of gold in the gold dollar at the '
E, E, GANDARA.
that more than $172,000,000 of gold had present standard snd only 50c in intrin
been withdrawn for hoarding or ship sic worth of silver in the silver dollar.
meat during the year preceding. Ue Were there infinitely stronger réasons GOLD AND SILVERSMlTr.
now reports that from January 1, 1879, than can be adduced for hoping that
Jewelry Made to Order RepairiM
to July 11, 1890, a period of more than such action would secure for us a bimeteleven yearn, only u little over $28,000- - allic currency moving on lines of parity,
Neatly Done.
000 was withdrawn, and that between an experiment so novel and hazardous
July 14, 1890, the date of the passage of as that proposed might well stagger
PRICES REDUCED.
the law for an increased purchase of sil- those who believe that stability i an
ver, and the 1st day of December, 1895, imperative condition of sound money. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
or within less than five and a half years, No government, no human contrivance
Yunkle St. BllverGltv. N. H.
there was withdrawn nearly $375,0uu,000, or act of legislation, has ever been able
making the total of more than $(03,000 to hold the two metals together in free GUAMLUP
MENDOZA,
000 drawn from the treasury in gold coinage at a ratio appreciably different
I
KEl'AUtlNG NEATLY
since January 1, 1889 for the retirement from that hich is established in the
AND
Nearly markets of the worl'. Those who reof the United States notes.
PROMPTLY riONF..
$327,000,000 oí the gold thus withdrawn lieve that our independent free coinage
I'rleea reasonable, in,. I
satisfaction Kuiiruiitei
has been paid out on these United States of silver at an artificial ratio with gold
Shop on Market Btrtn.
notes, and vet every one of the $346,000,' of 16 to 1 would restore the parity
the motáis und consequently be000 is still uncanceled and ready to do
Bervice in future gold depletions. More tween the coius, oppose an unsupported
FLEM1NO CATTLE CO.
than $76,000,000 in gold has, since their and improbable theory to the general
Range:
creation in 1890, been paid out from the belief and practice of other nations, and
Fleming mid
treasury upon the notes given on the to the teaching of the wisest statesmen
vicinity.
purchase of silver by the government and economists of the world, both in the
and yet the whole, amounting to $155, past and present, and, what is far more
Postofficti
000,000, except a little more than $16, conclusive, they run counter to our own
Silver City,
N.M.
000,000, which have been retired by ex. actual experiences. Twice in our earlier
changes for silver at the request of the history our lawmakers in attempting to
ttimi
mf

Elephant Corral
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redeem treasury notes outstanding.
Should thisbe done, the next logical
I'ubllshud every Wednesday Morning by step would be to issue five or six
hundred millions more of bonds t,o
A. J. LOOM IS.
the silver coin outstanding
Entered at the nostofflce at Silver City, that
N. M., for transmission through the malls at could be
redeemed in gold and the
second class rates.
silver
thrown
into the sea.
Oftico on Yanklo Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Untes on Application.

I8i5.
ofGrover the great louder than
ever.

t,he

r
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Mexico penitentiary
has nearly 200 inmates, more than
at any one time since its construction. There is nothing that fills
the prisons and penitentaries so
y

JNew

The president complains that
demo
rapidly as real,
within the past five years the coun
Subscription Rates, Postage Prepaid:
so
frequently
but
hard
times,
.
. ja.oo try has lost three hundred and cratic
.
One year
.
. l.oo
Nix months
spoken of by professors of demo.50 seventy-fivThree months
millions'in gold which
as "democratic prosperity."
is more than ten times as much as cracy
SILVER CITY, N. M DECEMBER U.
Black llange.
the country lost in the ten years
Democrats believe in punishing
66
Silver
previous when the Bland coinage
Lend
3.27
crime and they are doing it in New
law was in effect. It seems that, if
Mexico as it has never been done
the president would apply a little
Till': MESSAUE.
before. The oldest r sklent of New
President Cleveland, in his an "object lesson'1 he could easily come Mexico cannot remember a timo
nnal message to congress, has to the conclusion that if gold has when the punishment of crime in
treated two subjects at length gone abroad more than fifty times New Mexico was swifter or more cerThese are but foreign relations and as rapidly since the Bland law went tain than it is
ow.. More murderthe financial question. Inthemat out of effect than it did under the ers have been sentenced to pay the
ter of foreign relations, the presl operation of the Bland law, it might death penalty in this territory this
dent has taken a firm stand and in be a good thing to give the country
year than i.i any two previous
this his course is to be commended. a little more of the silver medicine
years in the history of New Mexico
For many years our foreign policy, for our financial ills rather than to and they have all bien sen Le need
if indeed, we could be said to have rely too much on the gold cure, but
by democratic judges. There is no
any, has been lamentably weak for it is not to be expected that Grovel longer a premium on crime in New
a powerful nation like the Uuited will change his views on the finan Mexico.
States. The president's attitude on icial question in the least. He
this question will be commended might profit by adopting the sen
Notwithstanding the protests
and upheld by nil good citizens of tinients of Daniel Webster, uttered which have been made in reference
in congress nearly sixty years ago:
the country.
to the abandonement of Fort StanPresident Cleveland still holds Gold and silver is the money of ton, it appears that the action
The constitu
views on the financial question ut- the constitution.
which has been taken by the war
is estab
value
of
tional
standard
terly at variance with the views of
department is final, That pst
the great majority of the democrats lished and cannot be overturned. was so fir removed f nun any railof the country, but his course is, at To overturn it would be to shake the road as to m ilce the troops, there
least, consistent. He has been the whole system. Gold and silver, at practically useless except for seravowed enemy of silver from the rates fixed by congress, constitutes vice in the immediate vicinity of
first and it was not to be expected, the legal standard of value in this the post and the contingency of
even in view of the result of the country, and neither congress nor an In Ihn
outbmk in that section
elections last fall and this fall, that any state has authority to establish was considered .to he too remote to
ho would change his views concern- any other standard or , dispose of
warrant the retention of troops at
ing silver. Since he started to give this."
that post. Tho policy of the War
the country tin object lesson in
The president also suggests that Department to concentrate troops
finance he has persistently refused the revenues of the government bo in or near tho largo cities seems
to profit by his own method of uaid rn gold, in fact, he appears to to be well defined and it is quito
teaching. Although he has seen be afflicted with the worst kind of probable tint the small posts in
the treasury drained of its gold by a case of gold craze, but, fortun ite-l- y timvj-i- will be abandoned, except
the tens of millions, ho Ins contin
for the country, there is not the those which
are considered to lie
to
ued
attribute it to the "silver smallest possibility of any bill pass- necessary for tho protection of the
craze" and refuse to hVt at the ing the senate of the United States border and to keep the hostle Inwhich will be in the least inimical dians in check.
matter in any other light.
Not content with an issue of more to silver. The senate is between
than a hundred and sixty millions thé people and the carrying out of
The Las Cruces papers are havof bonds in time of peace, he wants President Cleveland's wild financial ing a regular monkey and 'parrot
congress to authorize the íbsuo of scheme and the senate may be re- time and it appears to bo am using
nearly five hundred millions more lied upon to do its duty while the to nobody but the residents of Dona
in order to get gold with which to eastern gold bug sing the praises Ana county.
e
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KAULK:

Delegate Catron wants to abolish the supreme court of New Mexico and establish a supreme coiirt
for the territories of New Mexico,
Arizona and Oklahoma.
Really
the idea isn't a had one but it would
seem that St. Catron should he so
thoroughly imbued with gratitude
on account of the manner in which
he was treated by the' supreme
court of this territory recently that
he would want to perpetuate it
Had there been such a
court as he proposes to constitute,
his coat of whitewash might have
been thinner.
Reports from' Washington are
to the effect that Delegate Catron
will be a member of the committee
on Territories. This will put him
in position to work to the best advan
tage for statehood if he wants to
see New Mexico admitted.
The
democrats of the territory will not
oppose him in his efforts to secure
statehood as the democratic delegate was opposed by the republicans of New Mexico when there
was a prospect of getting New Mexico admitted as a democratic state,

WKDSKSÜAY,

DKCKM

ítKlí 11. Ilt!i5.

0

Democrats all over the country
are evincing a disposition to get
together for the campaign next
year and the republicans seem to
be sorely troubled on that account.
They know that if the democrats
get together there will he no prospect for a republican victory and
there are thousands of republicans
who are looking for offices.

St Cathox may be a n honest and
earnest advocate of the silver
cause, but his support of need
would not seem to indicate that he
is such an ardent supported of the
silver cause as he has been reported
to he. After all the republicans of
the territory will have to give credPrince for real,
it to
earnest wort in the silver cause.
His labor in this direction at the
The recent Indian trouble has
congress left no
again demonstrated the fact that doubt as to his honesty of purpose
Fort Bayard is a necessity and the in this direction.
wisdom of (en. Schofield's recommendation that the post be continThe Albuquerque Democrat is
ued. There is not another post so getting to he a newsy paper these
frequently callad upon to furnish days. Its telegraphic report is the
troops as Fort Bayard and yet there fullest of any of the territorial paare some people who want to sec pers, but editorially it seems to
the post discontinued.
favor Cleveland's financial policy
which is away below par in New
Some of the republican papers
Mexico. Brother Paulin should put
are very much exercised about the
on silver glasses.
pennitentiary laundry. The only
thing to fear is that the convicts
(Ir.iiid Annual FleKta, Juarvr., Mexico.
will be overworked if the republiDeo.8tli, 1895 to January 1st, 1896.
cans should have their dirty linen Tickets (or the abov occasion will bo
good to return as follows:
washed. at the penitentiary laun on suit- and
Paten of sale Dec, 7 and 8 return Dec.
dry. Besides the convicts might
Dee. 14 and l." return Dec.
21 and 2U return Dec.
5.
Dec.
interpose constitutional objections.
for round trip $8.45.
trans-Mississip-

pi

-

20-- 95

13-9,- ").

27-9-

Fare

H. M. Stocker,

Agent.
New Mexico is patiently waiting
Gkovkh was completely exhaust- for statehood as she has been waitMis Ella Kunz, returning east from h
ed after having expounded
his ing for the past forty-liv- e
years.
trip to California, stopped off here on
financial views in his message and Let Mr. Catron do his best and Friday for a week's visit witn lier sisto'
immediately went fishing.
may he be successful!
Mrs. M. F. Fleming, of the Upper Gilr.
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to Porterfield's

We are going

Annual Exposition of
PRESENTS

CHRISTMAS

'
Hooks.
Tov Pianos, Violins and Drums,
Story Hooks,
Toy linns and Toy Pistols,
Doll IWds,
Picture Hooks.
toy Disliss and' Si oves
Doll Heads.
Toy' Trains and Engines,
Children's Hooks,
Doll .CnulleB,
Hooks,
Vino Art
Toy Wag'uis &. Horses,
Unifies,
Doll
Heautiful Hound Hooks,
loy atones,
Dolls, Dolls, Dolls,
Hililes and Testaments.
Toy Hanks, .
Bisque Dolls, Wax Dolls,
Poems anil Standard Authors
Toys.
China Dolls, Kubber Dolls

Dolls,

.

'

.

Porterfield's!

Shaving Sets and Traveling Case,
Handkerchief and Glove So-Albums,
Photograph
Autograph Albums,
Cups and Saucers,
:
Smokers' Sets,

Porterfield's!

,

Toilet. Sols,
Vases.
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provide for the purchase of gold and sil- dians, two mounted and four on foot.
San Francisco, ver bullion without limit and make legal A poise headed by the Parks Brothers
of republican poltender of gold and principal silver coins took their trail which lead south, to
interviewed in New and any certificate representing them, a wards old Mexico. Lordaburg Liberal.
York and delivered himself of the fol- ratio between gold and silver to be the Dec. 6.
lowing:
same provided for in this act, and when
There will be a Motlior's meeting at
"There aro persons in this part of the such laws have been passed by the govthe residence of Mrs. Alma J. Foster,
country," he said, "Who are figuring on ernments, aforesaid, the president shall
Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock, a contina republican walk-ovnext year, and I make proclamation accordingly and this
uation of the Lecture given by Mrs.
notice that Brice, on behalf of a certain law then take effect and be in force."
Mary E. Teats. All Ladies having the
Another by Senator Mills, directing
class of democrats, has thrown up the
interest of this work at heart will please
sponge. There are other democrats, like the secretary of the treasury to have all
attend.
Crisp, however, who take a silver in the treasury coined into subsiHarry Hayward the notorious murless cheerless view of the situation. diary coin, and providing when the
of Miss Ging, at Minneapolis,
derer
Crisp said after the election, that the revenues of the government be insuffi
pulls hemp there today.
Minn.,
of
expenses
monetary policy of tne democratic party cient to meet the current
would, in future, be dictated by the the government, the secretary shall issue
Forty Barrels a Day.
bearing legaT tender treassure democratic states, and not by the
Harris & Buque, Erin, Tenn., manuury notes in amounts sufficient to cover
doubtful ones."
facturers of the celebrated Erin Lime,
"Suppose the southern states, in their the deficiency, and pay out the same in say they have great faith in Drum-mond- 's
wisdom, decide upon a
Lightning Remedy for Rheumaplank current expenditures of the government,
favoring the free and independent coin and also that when the gold reserve in tism. One of theit piincipal coopers
was laid up with Rheumatism until innge of siivor, they know they could de the treasury Bhall be in excess of
duced to take Drummond's Lightning
and legal tender notes are pre- Remedy. After taking two bottles he
pend upon Undelegates from the follow
ing states to stand in with them : Cali sented for redemption in coin, they shall went to work, and has wince been makIf you
fornia, Idaho, Colorado, Montana, Ne be redeemed in either gold or silver coin ing Forty Barrels per day.thúDrum-mond
$5 to
send,
remedy,
this
want
vada, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, North at the discretion of the socretary. The
Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane,
Iakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Wash bill also provides when the reserve ahull New York, and they will scml to your
ington, Wisconsin, Wyoming and Utah fall below $100,000,000 the secretary shall express address two large bottles-eno- ugh
for one month's treatment.
Illionis would in all probability send a redeem notes in silver. It closes with a
wanted.
Agents
of
a
delegation favorable to free silver. declaration for the maintenance
Democratic conventions stick to the two parity of the two metals and provisions
thirds rule, and the delegates from the for the repeal of all laws authorizing issolid south and the states above enumbonds.
suance of interest-bearinerated would represent several votes
short of
but if the keen poli
Murderotu AptiohcR,
ticians of Indiana, Michigan and MinneTuesday afternoon T. J. Wa ters come
1
sota have it made clear to them that the into Duncan with
am still prepared to
the terrible news
only lighting chance for the party is
TREES
that a man and woman were lying in furnish
under the banner of free silver, they the roud six miles west of Ash
Springs,
suitable for this climate in
would no longer refuse their adhesion to
murdered.
the programme of Crisp, Il.irrU, Morcon
Word was telegraphed to Sheriff any number. Persons
gan and Blund."
Wight at Somonville, who immediately templating planting trees
"If the democrats should adopt a free
Hay-ni- e
coinage plank and the republicans try to started out with a posse. Justice
will find it to their interest
Dunand
left
from
party
an
arnied
straddle, these men think they could decan to hold an Inquest.
to write me, and if I have
pend upon 156 votes from the solid south
On arriving at the place where the
and 86 votes from fifteen other states.
not in stock whatis desired,
"If they would have the courago to murder was committed the awful work
nominate a former Confederate general of; the Apache was recogniied. The I can readily secure the
there is no reason why they should not man, a fanper named Merrill, had been
put up Morgan, of Alabama. I should murdered and mutilated. Merrill had same at reasonable ratc3
regard him as a dangerous opponent on been accompanied by his sixteen years and in all varieties. Adrcss:
a free silver platform, if our party has old niece, who had beeh horrible outRodgers,
not sagacity enough to see the drift of raged and was dead.
The Bign showed there vere six In- Silver City, N. M.
events."

Demooracy'g
M. H. De Young,
one of the shrewdest
iticians was recently

Opportunity,
of
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Fruo ColniiKe of Mllvnr with a Htrlnff
to It.

Senator Chandler has introduced a
bill in the senate, providing for unlimited coiuago of silver in connection with
other nations, and establishing a ratb
of 1 to 15K.
After providing for the coining of
bullion and for issuing silver and gold
certificates, the third section of the bill
provides that the law take effect when
similar laws have been adopted by the
governments of England, France and
Germany, "which laws shall in substance
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while with what tliey looic up u ns an
appreciation of gold, price: and wages
g
have not fallen in
countries
proportionately.
The difference between this depreciation in silver and
the fall in our wages and prices is
their profit in selling to us. To meet
this competition is impossible, for we
are handicapped with taxes and fixed
charges, payable in gold, and cannot
s
reduco' the pay of our
without reducing our plane of civilization.
"This leads to Increased competition
for our markets from European manufacturers, who, no longer able to dispose of their manufactured products
to silver-usincountries, seek an outlet in the only remaining market the
United States."
This is a very clear summary of the
situation, and we commend it to all

The Degrading of 8llTer Ha Increased the
Price of Gold and Lowered That of

irold-usin-

e.

The American in a recent editorial
tnat as one nation after another
has closed its mints to silver the demand for gold has increased, its price
has risen, and there has been a general
fall in the prices of commodities. It
says:
'.'Saurbeck's tables of forty-fiv- e
leading English commodities show prices to
bo about 37 percent lower y
than
they were on the average for the years
while tables covering 6ixtoen
of the principal exports of the United
States, taken with regard to importance, show a fall in prices for the fiscal
year 1895 of 84.58 por cent over prices
ruling in 1873. Mr. Sauerbeck's tables
are substantiated by the tables of the
London Economist, and the general
d
readera Atlanta Constifall in prices in London of twenty-sitution.
.of our chief Imports, which show colA FINANCIER'S
VIEW.
lectively a fall of 86.47 per cent for
the fiscal year 1895, as compared with This Country Could Act Independently and
the year 1873.
Successfully la Establishing Bimetallism.
"Between 1850 and 1873 the labor
The New York Independent recently
cost of production was falling faster
than since, but prices were not falling published the views of several leading
they were rising and the wage-earn- financial writers, both gold standard
benefited
from
improved and free coinage. Among the articles
methods of production in higher on bimetallism was one from the pen
waircs. Since 1873 prices have fallen of William P. St. John, the successful
almost steadily, and the producer has New York city bank president and
reaped less and less reward for his In- financier, who has written some very
dustry. Tbo only bright spots in our able articles for leading papers from a
industrial history for the paBt twenty free silver standpoint This paragraph,
years have been when prices were ris- coming from one of the leading bunking consequent upon temporary meas- ers of the country, is worthy of consideration:
ures to enlarge the use of silver.
"The happy achievement predicted
"The most palpable but far from the
most injurious effect of falling prices for ideal bimetallism would depou.l
consequent upon the appreciation of for its certainty on the one indisputagold has been to double the burden of ble fact of history, to wit, that tho
all debtors and levy a double tax on world has never been afflicted with
all production. It forces every debtor too much gold and silver money. Tho
to pay more than he covenanted, to excess of the supply of gold and
pay, not more dollars, but more prop- silver over tho requirements of the
erty. In 1873 the funded debt of the arts and Asia would be without employment, except as money. This exUnited States amounted to 81,710,482,-05now it amounts to 8747.300.400, but cess would be effectually money withthe name quantity of commodities out the coining of it at all, and at tlx
coining price. The nrts and Asia would
which it would talto to canecí this
bo supplied at tho coining price nt mind
dobt tu prices
of our prliic;nal exports for ISíij would imum. Hence, whether a few nations or
have paid off a debt of 31,(145.4:13,480 in a single great nation could achieve tie
like result under tlio law of blmotn
1873.
Our interest and
llsm, adopted independently, would
bearing debts amounted to sotre SO
depend on what supply of the moro
in 1873, In 1895 to muuh
but it would tuko the simo sac- abundant metal would seek conversion
rifice of commodities to pay this ddit into the money at the coming price.
If the mints of the United States
y
as it would to have paid
0
offered
unlimited coinage for silver
debt in 1873. As with Uw' United
States, so it is with our railroads and into our present standard silver dollars, while continuing our offer of unother debtors."
coinage for gold at 25.8 grains
limited
These facts cannot be successfully
controverted. The rise in gold has standard to the dollar, gold would con-- !
caused lower prices, and lower pricos tlnue to seek conversion into the
mean bankruptcy to debtors, ruin to money of the United states for as long
producers, idleness, lower wages and as the amount of silver seeking the
in
distress among toilers. The Ameri- same wasdodclent of the aggregate docrease of money which our people,
can says:
"Tho silver using countries are mestically, could profitably use."
President St. John closes his article
placed at a great advantage in compethis declaration:
tition with us, for they have teen with
"My research of the experience of
working on a stable standard and
Unithave had no disturbance of wages or France, of the experience of the
of the influence of these exprices. With what we look upon as a ed States,
satfall in silver, prices and wages have periences on the world at large,
me
isfy
present
conditions
and
that
silver-using
not advanced in
countries,
ccmingly prospectivo warrant an al- Bhowa

wage-earner-

to-da-

1807-187-

g

fair-minde-

11

....u' uoojable

uonieveuient ol
independently, if
as tho law of the United States. I
erily believe that, at least for several
years to come, the aggregate sum of
'iilver that the outside world would
snare us would be welcomed into our
money, the silver dollars floating by
certificate as now; that for so long the
achievement would be the identity of
our coining price for gold and silver
with the world's market price of each;
that, for so Ion?, a dollar's worth of
gold would be the gold in a
old dollar, and a dollar's worth of silver would be the silver in a
silver dollar. Hence, at least
for years, the achievement would bo
the concurrent circulation of gold and
silver money in the United States."
full-weig-

full-weig- ht

WILL NOT DOWN.
If Silver Is Dead It May Prove to He a
Lively

x

0,

much-reduce-
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81,0.1o,-000,00-
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The agitation of the currency question has proved two things beyond a
doubt, which the gold-bus- s
will admit
if at all disposed to bo candid. The
llrst is that the popular belief regard-In- ,'
the nine lives of the Thomas cat
lias been eclipsed as a matter bf wonder by the many lives of tho "sliver
craze," and the second is that it has as
determined a disposition tocóme back.
Mr. Wattersoq tnav slop his press at 3
o'clock in the morning to give it a
whack, and Mr. llorace White puncture it with his pencil every even in r
and yet, before tho star-evec:in
some more that ho is tired oí
politics anyhow, and ere theEvo.ninr
I'ost mistake yets through sWin-with a mi sal twang a dirge on pasiu
away, passing away, it appears in all
the old likeness that they know so
d

well!

,1'he tactics of the gold-bug- s
are not
such us to Inspire confidence in their
fi lends or to awaken admiration in the
breasts of the neutral.
Much sport
has eon mado by their or rans of the
method which has been adopted by tho
hidalgo who is doing the Cid Campeador net so insignificant in Cuba. His
belief that he is suppressing the insurrection by usinir his blue pencil un. I
suppressing unfavorable war news.has
been the foundation for no end of
humor. Are the tactics of onr
friends, the enemy, awakenintr any
more respect? When they assure their
followers that an overwhelming revolution against silver In Misslssipnl hu.i
taken place, and that assertion in a
short time is proven to be a fake with
a big F when they assei-- t that thai
revolution has extended to Georgia,
and the declaration turns out to be as
fictitious as Weems's little hatchet
story of Washington; when they rub
their palms together unctuously un I
write with a flourish as important as
the philosopher who has evolved from
his brain some divine, humanity-beno-fltin- g
idea, that thesentimentof silver
is dying or dead, and then continue to
fight the sentiment with the desperation of so many stags at bay what
does the publio think? Naturally, it
concludes that Gen. Campos is the prototype of many frauds and freaks in
America.
"""trnh 'i "n inn o ft, miw of
I
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people have any Interest in their own
personal welfare, their opposition to
the crucifixion oí the white metal will
exist It is Btated in one of Paul's letters that we die with a corruptible
body, but shall rise Incorruptible. It
seems that the application can be made
regarding the free silver death and
burial; every time it has been burled it
has risen tenfold dearer and more
hiphly prized by the people. It is one
of the issues that will not down,
though the hired sheets of Wall street
have as many lies as Jack on his alehouse bench; and these same papers
know that it is as steadfast as the object which troubled Macbeth's gaze-t- hat
"the damned spot would not outl"
Memphis Commercial Appeal.

SILVER

UJSCEMBhR

11, llii'S.

BONDS.

LUNIK

The Market Prion as Compared i rlth OoV
llondg in Mexico Silver on tho
,,

tirade.
The San Faancisco Bulletin calls attention to tLe rise of Mexican silver
bonds and makes some excellent points
in so doing. It says: "Mexican silver
5 per cent bonds are quoted in European markets at 80 cents. Gold bou Is
bearing 6 per cent interest are D7
cents. In reference to these quotations
the Chronicle considers them an evidence of increasing prosperity
in
Mexico. If Mexico were not fairly
prosperous her bonds would not advance in value, but her prosperity does
not account for the narrow margin
between gold and silver bonds. If
s
Mexico were the richest and most
country in the world her silver
bonds would be paid in silver. As it
is, she is rich enough to pay her gold
bonds In gold. The extent of a creditor's resources beyond an ability to
pay his dobls does not affect the mar
ket value of his obligations. A raultl-- 1
millionaire only pays dollar for dollar.
Silver 5 per dents; at 80 cents on tho
dollar are but little below gold 6 per
cents, at 07 cents. Mexican silver dol-- 1
lars, in which the silver bonds aro payable, are worth but about 54 cents in
the market Yet the silver bond cannot be valued at less than 00 cents, in
view of the difference of 1 per cent, in
tho rate of interest between gold an
silver bonds. Whether we are to attribute the high price of silver bonds
in Europe to a belief that silver will:
soon rise to a par with gold is a ques-- !
tion for financial experts to consider.
Certainly the rise in silver bonds to u
point considerably in excess of tho
presout value of silver bullion in tho
market is at least an indication that
silver is on the up grade."
This leads the Los Angeles Express
to remark that silver is on the up
grade and so is bimetallism, because
monometallism is illogical end an ab-- 1
normal condition of affairs that cannot
Inst. The rise of the Mexican silver
bonds proves also that the country is
progressing materially under a silver
currency.
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Secretary Carlisle has been quoted
as saying that there will probably be no necessity for the issue of
bonds. If he said so he is right There
has been no necessity for issuing bonds
since the second advent of Mr. Cleveland as president Money has been
borrowed, not to pay government expenses; but to maintain a redemption
fund in idleness. "The way to resume is to resume," said the late
Horace Greeley. The way to redeem
the redeeming
is to redeem with
ivoncy on hand. The mass of the
people are satisfied with the paper.
They prefer it, in fact They do not
want gold. Perhaps 840.000,000 or
ST0,000,()00 of gold will be enough for
the gentlemen who have a speculative
turn of mind. If that is not enough
let them have 825,000,000 or 830,000,000
more before we pet excited about the
condition of the reserve. The practice
of keeping a large pile of gold in the
treasury for the mere purpose of promoting the bond policy, and giving
capitalists and syndicates control of
the financial management, is getting
tiresome. Cincinnati Enguirer.
j'or ltlmftnlllm.
The Farmers' National con?ress, recently in session at Atlanta, declared
'for the free and nnlimito coiu.i'o nf
rold and silver, notwithstanding pr-- ss
V.'ports to the contrary. Here U the
resolution passed, but for somn reason
suppressed: "Resolved, That wo fnvor
the free and unlimited coina'c of belli
silver and gold at nn agreed rato,
'ruardod by an Import duty upon
i'oreign bullion and foroirn coin nqu il
to the difference between I ho bullion
value and tho colna-rvalue of the
metal at tho date of importation wIimi
ever the bullion value of tho metal is
less than its coin value."
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The World,

A goid standard man said to a MerPulitzer Building, New York,
iwether (Ga.) farmer recently; "I see
Don't Qo Without It Thl Preildentlal Year.
you are getting 8 cents for your cotton; I hope you ore willing to admit
that Mr. Cleveland wis right in his
AGENTS to solicit
The old farmer
financial policy."
orders by lample for our
winked his eye at the gold standard
Wool Pants to order $3.
man and replied: "If mere tain of free
" Suits " " $18.
" Overcoats " $12.
silver has run cotton to 8 cents, don't
El Inducements totht
you see that with free coinage Itself
right parties. AtldrcM
Lot I n lluvn It
cotton would be selling at double its
The Griffin News looks tit it this present prise?"
GUARANTY TAILORING Co
Grand St., N. Y.
ivyi "No intelligent man complains
Would Depreciate Oold.
i. the 'dumping' of tho silver of tho
The advantage of free silver coinage
world into this country. Foreigners would lie in the fact that it would arrre not ji the 'dumping', business, but rest tne appreciation of gold, It
M) FUXjVBOUT IT
r foreign silver should como over hero
would, without doubt, cause an actual
und buy our wheat, cotton, pork, beef, depreciation in the purchasing power
E.
iron ami steel it would not hurt us of gold. Debts, of course, would be
inch, would it? If all the silver in
satisfied when paid in gold even if the
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
' lie world, available for money, 83,
r jrchaslng power of the money of that 1
M.OGO.OOO,
was 'dumped'.. into the notal should be materially decreased.
promise you faithfully. In tliu Ioiik run
you hIiiiII save half your nionpy, by lmvliiK
U'il'ei States it would not pay the
San Francisco Bulletin.
iH'lrond debts of this country,. which
your work neiitly unci promptly dono to suit
? motinis to 85, 000, ÜW.', 003."
yourself, nt E. ROSENBERG'S
216-21- 7

:

ROSENBERG,

Silver City. N.

M.
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Davenport to l)o Hulled,
After a hearing occupying Monday
and yesterday until 3 p. in., judge Manta
decided that the (acts were not so evi-

A
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Attempt to Show How the
Next Congress Will Stand on the silver
Question.
Gol1-nn-

g

The New York World announces
with a great deal of flourish that
dent and the presumption so great that "there is no possibility of a free coinAV. C. Davenport would he convicted of age bill passing either the senate or
house of the new congress." It, of
murder in the first degree as to he decourse, prints this informaiiou under
nied bail, and bail was tixcd at $8,000, headlines in which the friends of silver
the bond to be approved by the sheriff. are impudently and obtusely deCourt was then adjourned for the nounced as crazy. Well informed people have not expected a free coinage
term.
bill to go through the contrress which
will sit on the first Monday in DecemChas. Davies' family have come in
ber. Even if the tendency were in
from Gold Hill and are now occupying that direction in the legislative branch
their residence in the city.
of the government, the certainty of a
Mrs. C. L. Cantley and daughter and veto by President Cleveland would be
of Men
Miss Bertha Childs, a sister of Mrs. discouraging to it.
The announcement which the World
Cantley who arrived on Monday's train makes, though, is on testimony which is the title of a neat illustrated volume
left yesterday morning for Los Angeles, is not worth the paper on which it is have just issued lor mon. It gives in
California, where they will make their printed. It is on the report of the plain language the effic.is following
home for some time.
"sound money committee" of the New youthful indescrvtions and la'ter excessases as Seminal Weakness, Iiiipotency,
The Episcopal church, after its repairs York chamber of commerce, which
sumes to have made a canvass of the
and Improvements, will he reopened on senators and representatives, and to Drains and Losses, Yericocele, Atrophy
or un.Ievelopment, and points out an
Sunday, the 22d, when the choir will have ascertained that only thirty-nin- e
render a portion of the Christmas music. senators are for free coinage, and that ea:y and sure treatment and curo ai.
Ir.
Kev. Edward S. Cross expects to officiate the house will stand this way: Free home without Duims ok Mkdicixks.
silver, 88; against free silver, 216; also explains t he cause and rare of Rheuat Pinos Altos, Sunday morning.
doubtful, or views not known, 53.
matism, Sciatica, Lumbago, Kidney
Frank Farnsworth, conductor and
The names are not given in detail,
John Farnsworth, hrakeman on the tint, frnm fhft Rnmmlncr iin In; nt.nl.AR Complaints, etc., wuhout medicine, h
ÍH in irtut
truthful resnme of my thirty
main lino of the Santa Fe, between Al- many palpable errors are shown. For
.
wonderful
years'
success in the curing of
e
twenty-oncon-of
example,
the
all
buquerque ami El Paso, changed off on
Monday with the local crew to visit, their gressmen from Ohio are set down as the.-- e cases, and every young, middle-airains- t
silver and for "sound money." nged or old man suffering the align ten
sister Mrs. S. A. Alexander, who is serThere are only two democrats la the wt.uktu'M hIiouI1 rcwl it ami know ju t.
iously ill, here.
delegation-Mes- srs.
Lay ton and Sor
,
,
,
,
f
j H
u.
'
Mr. Lavton is thoroughly committed t
Rev. Allen Alleiisworth, of Fort
""ul ul
ri"l'"'
will deliver an illustrated lecture to the free coinage of silver. He pre-- ! b'
on
sented
himself
renomination
for
J120 19tli St. Di'iiver Ct 1.
SANDKN,
lilt.
at Morrill Opera house, on Tuesday
principle, and lives in ocommii- evening, Dec. 17th. The proceeds of the that
nuy of democrats who would not have
lecture will be devoted to the Normal preferred him, at the time of the conSchool Library fund. Tickets 50 cents, vention, had he not made a free prochildren 2 cents.
fession of silver views. How Mr. Sorg
vote we do not know. In the
S. M. Folson, convicted of wrecking would
congress he was looked upon for
last
the Albuquerque National Rank, has aw'.ido as hu.'ing a Waning toward
The jii'tt of Amrrirttii Ni'wspitpcr
been denied an appeal from the terri
free coinage but this notion pot a
torial supreme court to the U. S. circuit mud iiiMil of ii r.nLli!ii'i( when ho sun- EúiUif.
court of anpeals, by the U. S. Supreme ported the proposition to issue Unitod CHA ULES A. DAN.
specifically
payable
bomb
in;
Mates
court, which holds that iho court of ap
peals ha no jurisdiction. This means gold.
Congressman McClnre, of the Woca-tc- r
that Mr. Folson will return to the New
district, tliou-- h a tvttori'opul'l'O in,
Mexico penitentary to serve out a scvi n is known all over the stato as a radical
Aniei'lcmi
Ciiiislltutloii. the AniiTlc;,
years sentence.
free silver man. He has not hesitated
Idea, llie American Spirit. These first, li.it
to proclaim his views on the subject
iiuti fikIi).
So hero are two mon In Ohio about mid all the lime, forever.
whom the "sound money" committee
Did you ever we one?
ill uyrur
For the annual of the New York chamber of commerce llully. Iiy mull
Now is your time.
Fiesta at Juarez, Mexico. Dec. 8, to .Ian. must bo mistaken. And the rcpu1- ÍSuyi r
pnblican leairue, which mot at Cleve- Dully uml Hutirtiiy. Iiy mull
1st, the Santa Fo will make great lv reduced rates on the following dates, Dec. land this year, and tho republican The Weekly
il a yi r
7,8,14, 1."), 21, 22, and other dates state convention, which met at Zanes-villduring the holidays. Ask nearest agent
both refrained from saying a
for full particulars.
word against tho white metal. Thero
G. T. Nicholson.
E. Copland
was nothing In their resolutions about
G. A. El Paso, Tex. G. P. A. Chicago.
"sound money" or the "free silver
croze."
Do You Want ft (Jood Kaneh.
Wo don't beliove that congressmen,
nía na Carwllnr ii n trt
A first class ranch in the vicinity of aa n irán t n
greatest Sunday NewpHir
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a the present emergency to be catechised
In the world.
bargain. Farm tools and stock included, and counted bv a set of
Sheep taken as part payment. If you Investigators, whoso examinations are
mean business, Tuk Eaoi.e, Silver City. not purely to gain Information, but to Price Be a copy. By mail, $2 a year
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain. promote unu aiuu ui u
nuumum.
ArtilreM TIIK SVN. New York.
Write now íorpartienlan.
Enquirer.
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SCIENCE

crop in toto could we have tne rur.
proportion of the whole. Besides,
where with small seeds four successive
crops are obtained, we have six with
large seeds, their evolution occurring
with greater rapidity.

AND INDUSTRY.

Perfumes are now extensively manufactured in the United States, and the
native articles are said by experts to
compare favorably with foreign manufactures.
England manufactures perfumes
on a very large scale.importing many of
Ihe materials from other countries,
but also making large use of homegrown herbs and flowers.
Many woods have sugar and gum in
(heir composition, and the presence of
these elements is generally shown by
the attraction the wood seems to have
for many kinds of insects.
The wheat yield in the Genesee
alley, Idaho, this season is immense. W.
X. C ibb thrashed 9,000 bushels off of 200
acres, uveraging about 45 bushels to the
acre. Dan llealy cut and thrushed 14
ncres of wheat that went 52 bushels to
the acre.
A Missouri rattlesnake at the museum of comparative zoology at Cambridge has been observed to lose his
fikin twice a year and to add a rattle
for every skin. Instead of losing the
i utiles as he does the skin, they are retained by the closing of the inner end
of the old rattle over the knob of the
new one, and accidents accepted, the
snake bears with him this record of his
n ge.
The trade in California sweet wines
is showing a gratifying increase. The
total estimated product for this year is
:;.M)0,ooo gallons, which is 25 per cent,
more than was marketed last year.
Heretofore there has been little proflt
i n the vintages because of the fierce competition of growers, but the producers
have now made arrangements with a
sweet-win- e
syndicate which will control the entire product of the state and
give all concerned some share in the
profit.
In America it has been observed
that bees often bore tubular corollas !:i
order to getat the nectarof f,;i. :r.i.-t.leu- d
.
of entering by the
on
bumblebees do in Kurope. In c
the t'rossfertili.ation of Ihw.eii-- iVs
!. opposed anomaly has been tlirni' .ret
of much comment. It now u perú ::V.i: í
the bumblebees of Europe m.d v.. erica
have identical habits in ícptvd to Ihe
hp imc
manner in which visits to
made, and that It is the clius of 'i rer.n
Known as the carpenter r- -. or
borer, which works in the ouln ile u.i. liner indicated.
The question of the ir llwrp -- p''V
h",e of seeds upon gcrmintf(;ii en! i:
"
the size of the plants t'.::'.t
therefrom has recently leen
r.ncw by Mr. B. 11. (inllowny.ti
r cry
y th
of whose conclusions is
rr.d
nideners' Chronicle. The wcV-rize of the seed are of crrent importance.
A large seed germinates better and more
quickly, and with it one can count upon
having1 at the same moment from 85 to
':') per cent, of the total crop.while with
email seeds the crop reaches maturity
only In successive periods of time, ro
1'itit nt no moment in gathering the
.
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ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.
i...

f

THE
A Curious

Funeral Rltn Which Obtained
In Wulea.

The principality of Wales has within
living memory possessed an official
It was the
known as the
practice for a relative usually a worn
an to put on the breast of a deceased
person a quantity of bread and cheese
was sent for
and beer, and the
to consume them and to pronounce the
everlasting rest of the departed. It was
believed that in doing this he absolutely
ate and appropriated to himself the siiui
symbolized by the viands, and thereby
A Talc of Two Nations
prevented their disturbing the repose of
them.
committed
hnd
the sinner who
should be read by every
Such an arrangement would obviouslj
leave nothing to be desired on the one one who has read Coin's
side, but how it worked on the other wo Financial School.
nre not told. What was supposed to be
The book can be obtained
the condition of this spiritual undei- taker after the ceremony was con- free by any subscriber to
cluded ? Did his "appropriation" of tlu
dcud man's sins imply a sort of moral as- Tine Kaglk who
pays a
similation of them, answering to his
adphysical assimilation of the bread and year's subscription in
cheese? The question would obviously vance.
It will open the
be one of some importance to a
eyes of thousands who are
in large practice. If the responsibil
'
ties of his profesión were as great u . unacquainted with the par
ties of his profession were as great r.
hypothesis, he would need to retiiv ticulars concerning the defrom it early, and to devote a considerof silver.
able portion of his closing years to re- - monetization
peiitttiice and good works.
Send in your subscripAirain, it is natural to ask what happened at the deceose of a popular or tion today.
Would any"fashionable"
one among his professional brethrc.. "SILVER'S
undertake to eat his sins, even in the
first flush of satisfaction produced .:
Til i:
Ktcpring into his shoes? If so, thc.
indeed, has the epithet of "gallant" ROCKY
NEWS
MOUNTAIN
been rightly bestowed upon litt le Wu!;v
KKtuliUlicil
18151.
It is as though one doctor succeeding
another's practice should consent to insume the moral responsibility for lr:
TKRMS OF PUBSRTPTTON.
late colleague a treatment of all his deceased patients, in addition o his owi.
(IN ADVASC"..)
similar burdens.
We yield to none in admiration of the
DAILY.
quiet and homely heroism of the med!- f.no
One your, by niull
cal profession, but we doubt whether
875
Six mouths by mull
would enable them to face such an or- Throe month by mull
t.W)
deal as this. As to the Welsh practi- One mouth by mull
M
tioners to whom we have compared Hiiiulny edition, (IH imiten.) your
M
them, we shrink from pursuing the anDully Edlllolw Include llio Sunday.
alysis further. It is evident that, ns in
the schoolboy game of "conquerors,"
WEEKLY.
where a stone which can smash the
smasher, of, say, 43 other stones takes On your, 1iy mull, In nd vaneo
$1.00
over all its conquests, and becomes itHuiuplu copie of ultuer edition on applicaself a 'forty-- f ourer," bo the responsibiltion. .
ities of these unhappy men might accumulate at an alarming rate. One
hardly dares to contemplate the interThe News la the only consistent champion
nal condition of the
who had in of livor in the west, and should be In every
home In the west, and In tbe hands of every
life attended a long series of other
The cheese would be almost, miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions at once.
converted into Welsh rabbit before he
All communications must he addressed ta
had got it down. London Times.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
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NOISE.

the rope. The man retrained chopping,
and, succeeding every half do.en chops,
he started up the horse. At each start
Readers of Capt. Griffin's article on of the horse the top of the tree, and
battleships in war in China, and his the trunk as well, inclined by degree
descriptions of the terrors of the boiler to the horse. By the time the man had
room, where men's heads bled from the cut half into the tree, with the horse
shock of noise, will like to "hear from still pulling on the rope, the tree broke
nn Englishman that when a man comes where the cutting had been made and
to grief and hns to disappear for rea- fell. The man had saved himself half
sons of any sort he often chooses the the usual lubor. The Chicago man
living death of a stoker on a steam- grunted.
"Well, I'll be darned," he
boat, says the New York Press.
f aid. "Xow, if a city man had under"I was once taken over the engine taken to fell a tree he would have
rooms of a big boat while we were go- chopped all the way through. The
ing through the straits of Gibraltar," hayseed can give us points on a good
he says, "and, having endured an almost muny things."
tropical sun for some weeks, I felt well
disposed to see the furnaces.
I tried
ENGLISH MILITIA.
them for about ten seconds and cam'
out feeling more dead than alive. The Land Artillery Which Might Well Bo
Imitated Here.
chief engineer told mo afterward that
Numerically, England has a militia
the men employed to attend to the fires roive v.
hlcii is far ahead of that of
were the very dregs of humanity, but Ainn-'cii- ,
though it is to be remembered
represented many social conditions. He 11:t the l'li; ted
States has a volunteer
said that in his 50 years' experience he
d
men who could
oi
liad found members of learned profes-- !
tail- il out in ease of an emergency,
sions side by side with men who had 'i'li's
lesei ve consists of 7,000,000 or
served time.
,CC0, and it has been shown that it
"The main object of such comers was can light. Rather.
to exist away from the sight of the rest
There are, however, says LeslicV
of humanity, and for this purpose they Weekly, many points about
the Britis'..
became inured to the horrible atmos- volunteer militia which
seems to me
it
phere and surroundings of the furnace might be incorporated in our
own servroom. It was pretty bad down there ice. They have, for instance,
what is
just now, he confessed; 'but imagine called a land artillery, which haR
the Red sea in August, and then think reached the enormous number of
0
what they must endure.' Sailors who
men, and which is as thoroughly
have spent years in the tropics cannot trained in rifle exercises, marching,
long stand stoking, so great is the heat, drilling and the handling of big guns
as
;. et there are men in the 'vitals' of great
the regulars of our own army. The
liners that never left temperate climes
regiments are composed to i;
men who used to go to cool places in larga extent of
men in the laboring
summer until their faults or misfor- classes, officered by "gentlemen of
tunes drove them to tho boilers. Fancy leisure," who go into the militia
from
what the work is when accompanied by motives of patriotism.
concussions of shot that crack the flesh
Once a week, in the summer monthR,
open!"
tho artillery go to the nearest forts for
target practice. Every year big deHOW HE FELLED A TREE.
tachments from each battalion go to
Scorned to Labor with III Hand When Plioeburyness and shoot for prizes with
Id or
guns at ranges varying
Bruin Work Would Count.
The man in the country has not the from 1.000 to 3,000 yards. The artillery
uniform is a very handsome
puRh of the man in the city, but he
knows more about necessity as a labor-savin- g one black with red facings,
and white cross-beltThe
machine than the city man. An
ordinary Chicagoan fell into this line men are armed with a short carbine and
of thought the other day as he was re- a sword bayonet.
turning to the city on a railroad train.
Wonderful Sagacity of a Oof.
An accident detained the train out in
The wonderful sagacity sometimes
the woods. The Chicago man, says the
Chronicle of that city, had time to stay displayed by the dog in its efforts to
and he roamed about in the leaves. In we its master is well illustrated by the
doing so his attention was attracted following true tale of late occurrence;
puppy of the shepto a man and a horse. The horse wag A
harnessed to one end of a long rope. herd variety, owned by Farmer NathanThe animal was led out the length of iel Peardon, of Melindy's Prairie, Wis.,
the rope. Tho roan walked back to u was sent to bring home a drove of si.
hogs that had escaped iron;
tree. The other end of the rope was good-sizetied around his waist. He climbed the their pen, little thinking the dog could
tree until he reached the topmost nccompl ish this difficult task. Imagine
branch. Then he untied the end of the the farmer's surprise on seeing the
rope from his waist and made it secure puppy bring each hog home, one after
on a limb.
Then he descended, the other, in quick succession, leading
took off his coat, spat upon his hands, it by the ear, each trip stopping for his
luid hold of an ax handle in the usual master's approval. Each time the hog
way and began chopping at the tree. refused to advance or seemed inclined
After he had mado quite a gash he to loiter the puppy pulled his ear all the
t':uc?;cd to the horse at the far end of harder, thus compelling him to more on

Heroic
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Chosen by Stokers
of Steamers.

aüc-bodie-

46,-00-

Oli:clul

t'KDKIUl..

Lorlou Miller.

Thomas "mllli.

X I!. ('..III....
H. H. Hamilton,
N. H. Laughlln,
G. I). Ilniitz.

i

'

)

Associates
.

Walton. Clerk Third Judicial Dbitrlct
Surveyor General
Enslcy,
('luirles M. Shannon,
U. B. Collector
.1. II. Honimiiigway,
U.S. District Attorney
V
'Srsluil
Edward L. Hull.
II. V. looniis.
Deputy U.S. Mundial
IT. S. Coal Mine Dispuctor
J. V. Fleming,
J. II Walker, Santa Fe
Land Office
Pedro Delgado, Snntu Fe Hec'O Lund Office.
John 1), Urynti. LusCruccs Heg Limit Office
J. P. Asearutc, Las Cruces, Hcc'v'r LM Office
Keg'r Lund Oil ce
Klelinrd Young, Kcmwell
W. (J. Cosgrove, Koswcll, Kee'v'r Lund office.
W. W. Hoyle, Clayton,
Keg'r Land Office
H. 0. Plckuls. Clayton,
Ueu'v'r Land Otilen
W. 11.

Cliuru-sF-

.

TKHHITOIIIAI..

Solicitor General
District attorney
"
"
"
T. N. Wllkersoii. Alli'uun.
"
A. II. llarilee. Sliver City,.
II. M. Duugheny, Socorro,
.."
'
A; A. Jones, Lns Vegas,
John Franklin, Eddy,
Librarian
Jose Segura.
II. H. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
E. II. Hergmann.Suporlute ndent Penitentiary
Adjutant llenuras
Geo. W. knaeM,
Treasurer
Samuel Eldodt,
A.,1fllt,!T
Marcelino Garcia,
"f
pt;
Chuvuz,
Amado
Coal Oil Inspector
M. S. Hart,
J. P. Victory.
J. II. Crist. Santa Fo,
H. L. Young, Las Cruces.

COUBT Or PlllVATE

I.ANOCI.AIMS.

K. Heed, of Iowa, Chief Justice.
F. Stone, of CoAssoclnlu Justlces-Wil- hur
lorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry
.
Sluss. of Kiiiisiis.
of Missouri. United
MuttO. Keynolds,

Joseph

l.

Status Attorney.

COUNTY.

R. V. Newsham.
N. A. Ilollch.
E. M. Young,

llaylor Shannon,
Laird.

A.k

T. N. Chlhlcrs.
G. K. Ilruwn.

N. I'ptiiu,
A. J. Clark.
Thomas Foster
11. T. Link.

J.

Prohato Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent
CITY

J.

Mayor

W. Kloodng.

Treasurer

Abraham.
Win. F, Loreiii,
Frank Wright,
W. ll.Klllmru.
11,

Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

IIOAIll) OK KIHIt:A
C.

I

to.N.

Win. Hraliin.

Dennett.

It. L. Potvcl.

s

s.

j

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

Thomas 11. Catron.
V. T. Thornton,

full-dre-

d

Directory.

(01 M'll.MKN.
M. K. White,

Martin Maher

las. fllllett,
l.lr. i,

.

.lunes.

DtTAIlTMI.NT.

Chief
St. Quorgu Kohlnson
Assistant Chief
Uorclun ltradley
C. C. Wlilltilull
Foreman. I!. H. Hose Co,
Fore. nan. J. Y. ! llose Co
Stevu I'lilii
W. F. Loreia Fiiremiiii. Hook unci LadtlerCo
Sil., r ity riKt i.iiv.
from H n.m
Office open dally except
to 7 p, in,
it
8:4j
n.
in., and one
Open Sumla.vs from to
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order ilepi'i'tiunnt open dally except
Sundays from mi. i i. toll p. in.
Mall closes for Fun Huyan!. Central, Hanover. Georgetown and all railroad points dully at7:4fa. u.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermciil-at- o
points at 8 u. m Mondays, Wednesdays

-

snd Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at SM p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
dally at 2 u. ni.
Mull arrives from Mogollón und Intermediate points st 7 a. iu Wednesdays. Fridays
and Sundays.
Mull arrives from Pinos Altos dully except
Sundays nt9:Du u. in.
L. A. HKM.1.T. rnTMASTF.B,

in

TIIK KAtiLK: WKBXKSDAY,
LOQUACIOUS

OLD AGE.

Does Mnch TalU Induce Long Life?

II,' !!!..

DI'.CE.MUhU

:

,
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS.
)AIL & ANCHETA.
I)
ATTORNEYS' AT LAW.

...alimón and country seat of the earl of
ardwlcke, as well as the large estate in'

.

1

In-

teresting Speculation.

connection therewith, for
d
the value at which It was officially
praised three or four years ago.

of

one-thir-

In France a census of centenarians
has just been taken and the tabulation
shows 213 persons in that country who
are over 100 years of age, says the Nc.v
York World. Of this number only GO
are men, or less than
An
imiusing comment on this has been
going the rounds in Paris to the effect'
that the reason for this sui' vising1 comparative, longevity of women is their
li'.)iieness to talk and gossip at every
cjiieeivable ''opportunity. Constant
chattering, it is said, lends to the active
t ircuhition
of the blood, and thus re-

HAS SAVED

MANY

V'lll practice In all thii courts of the territory. Olllce corner Texas and

ap-

Spring streets.
SILVER CilTV
-

LIVES.

I

Wonderful Record Jn Death Cheating
Made by a Sea Captain,
Which boy has saved the greatest
number of human lives from dvow ning?
was asked of
by a correspon-

one-thir-

Tit-Bit-

HL. PICKETT,
ATTORNEY

B

dent, and this was the answer:
Capt. Hans Doxrud, commander of
the Bed Star steamship Switzer'ond,
trading between Philadelphia and Antnews the tissues of the body daily and. werp, is believed to hold the world's
lenders the frame artieularly strong'. record In this respect, aR, while quite
young, he saved the lives of 8Ü persons,
In all seriousness, however, have several French physicians lakcn up this' rescued from nine sinking ships. Among
i :,.Uu
and they have come to the con-- i t'je boys who lately received rewards
liü'ion that, the reason so ninny inore from the Royal Humane society for miv-!r- g
life was W. K. Irving, aged 13 yen is,
tv.cn have ni tnined a greater strength
i.f l:'e than men is because they have ,v!io, at o great risk, saved the life of a
1.1 tie fellow at Aldermoor, near Cov- -'
irsed1' through lers turmoil and trouble
: try, on April 11, This is the second
; : d have had a more
calm and less im-- .
r.Ks'oncd existence.
One ct:se in life saved by Irving, who whs the re- oir.t is that of an old lady who died re- client of a silver medal in December
cently in the. Unute Oorrone, having lust. Another boy, Alfred (loodw in, 13,
lived 150 years.
She is supposed to raved a boy of 11 in the Acton waters,
have been the oldest woman of modern r.ear Wormwood Serubbs; and Fred B,
Cooper, a little fellow of 11 years of age,
times, and all her life was spent peacefully in a hamlet in this district. The who has only the use of one hand, euc-- ..
closing decade of her life she was fed eeeded, on February 28 last, in rescuing
on goats' milk and cheese. In the last another boy who had fallen through the
ice in the recreation ground which runs
few years of her existence her body became attenuated to an extraordinary by the side of the Trent. A few years
ro the Boyal Humane society awarded
degree and her skin came to resemble
a s'lver medal to Frank Lines, eight
parchment.
...
The French centenarians are, as a yrain of oge, who saved the lifeof aboy
'
rule, of the lowest class of society and t e n 'years of age who fell through the
ice in the Broadwater, Brocket park,
extremely poor.
" Hatfield.
VERY FRUGAL PEERS.
'
r. V THE ELEPHANT
KNOWS.
Member of the Knglluh Peerage Do Not
Squander Their Wealth Needlesdy.
lie DUplays Remarkable Intelligence In
III Native Wild.
There is no one in the English peerage
Much interest hus been taken lately
who has the reputation of driving a
closer bargain and possessing a keener in performing elephants. It is certain
eye to the maiu chonce than the duke of ly interesting to sec such huge, clumsy
Westminster, says the Brooklyn Citi- -' i.uiinals ride bicycles or play seesaw
In the wild
Ken. The young duke of Bedford, who with apparent enjoyment.
i mis his grace of
Westminster .very state elephants display remarkable intelligence. Sir Samuel Baker, whose
dose in the point of wealth,
d
himself the other day in the delightful books on Ceylon should be
London police court by the animosity read by every boy w ho likes tales of adw hich he displayed in prosecuting
the venture, says that in spite of the great
weight of the elephant and the fact
; ;or it Inerant venders of fruits ond vegetables who had attempted to dispose that they live in countries where human
of their wares In the neighborhood of life nnd the lives of, domestic animals
Covent (arden market, which belongs are frequently lost in marshes, no eleto him and is one of his principal phant w as ever found stuck in the mud.
conrees of revenue. He claimed that Even the youngest know enough to
y hawking their wares on the,.border avoid such places. In view of the many
stories told in his books of the sagacity
"lie of the market they Interfered with
tliose w ho rented stalls therein from of these animals, the following from an
lún. And now we have Lord Boborts, old paper does not seem improbable:
A train of art illery going to Seringnpa-tarn- ,
l he richest peer in the west of England,
had to cross the shingly bed of n
r.rd possessed of tin mines in Cornwall
which nlpne yield Wm over $250,000 u river. A man who was sitting on a gun
year, getting the best of a brother peer, carriage fell ; In another second the
the popular earl of Hardwlcke, by fore- ' wheel would have passed over his bod y.
closing; a mortgage which had hitherto An elephant, walking by the side of
been considered a friendly agreement. the carriage, saw the danger, and inOf course, Lord KobartB. Is within his stantly, without any order from his
strict, legal rights, but by his altogether keeper, lifted the .wheel from the
nnexpected foreclosure he has managed .' ground, leaving the fallen man unin-- I
acquire Wimpole, . ,. the Ancestral lured.
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TMELDKR & HARNES.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Olllcu on Arlxonu Street
of Broadway,
.
SILVER CITY

SILVER CITY

N. M.

South
N. M.

-- .

AT LAW.
'
-

-

N. M.

II. HAKLLEE,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.District Attorney for Counties
'
and Sierra.
SILVER CITY
A

A..

.

Grant

of

N.

:

M.

TOHM M. G1NN.

"

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
practice In all the Court of t ho

Will

T".r,,0T

HLVER CITY

.

M.

MLLfAMH& GILBERT.
PHYSICIANS AND SUHGEONS.
Ufflen over Jackson's Drug Store,
Itesldenee on Yankee St.,
SILVER CITY
.
.
N, M

"
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SECRET SOCIETIES.
D A.M.
11. Silver

City Chapter, No. 2. Masonic
Hull. Reuulnr convocat ions on 3d Wednesday evtiiilngof eneh month. All companions
Invl'ed to attend.
E. Cosgrovu, 11. I.
I'erry H.
I'. .It A.M.
n
i Silver ('It v Lodire. No. ft. Mm. nt Mlason- lc Hull, over Sliver City Nnt'l Hank, tliu
i in rsuny uYuiiuiK on or nerore the full moon
each niontli. All vlsltlntf brothers Invited to
attend.
0. Hknnktt. W. M.
I'kkiiy li. Lady, Hue'v.
.

Litdy.-See'y-

A

.

0

E.

H.

Silver
,,, ,!i n
..... fit..jv fünmtni.
......... v,
... o m,7f,S
v. F
every 1st and
.kl Tuesday In euch month at
Vt
.itiaiiini- nan. iiilis.
T.
AllllKN't W.J.
Mas. Num. Y B. Lady, See'y.

'

.

-

"

T O.O.K.
1. Jas L, Illdgely Encampment
the 2d and 4t h Wednesdays of

No.

'

,...

o.u.imi.
1

Jt-Aa,K.r.P.

1.

meets

i.u., niontli.

isimiik iiuiriarcus formally lu It

mI.

.

O. O. I
,,,,S"".I'.TI!'I!""JÍ Lodge. No.

13, meets at Odd
bellows Hall. Thursday evenings.
Mein-lieof tliu order cordially Invited to at- C. L. Dotson. N.U.
.
A. U.

Hood. See y,

distiii-i-nishe-

T

o.o. r.

I t Helen

No. 7, Kehekali T)erte
and fourth Friday nk'hts In
imeh niontli. at hull of f. S. TIITanv LodueNo.
Mns. A. Matthews, N.O.
"V,
Miss 1'KAai, Dotson. Sw'y
'
V UK I',
.
IVt Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nlidits of each
month, utodd Fellow's Hall. Vlsltlntc Knlnhta
h,,VlV"L'
J.E. WH1TK.C.U
J. hHEHIUAM. K. Kft 0,
A

Lodtto.

iid

MeethiKs-seeo-

O. U. W.

Meets on the 1st and
Ji
month. Fellow workmen

3d

K.M
j

Tuesday of eaeh
eordlally Invited,

(H'NO. Ree.

ATCHISON, TOfEKA Ji SANTAFE
RAILROAD
. TIME TABLE.
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destination.
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Las Cruces
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Departs.
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1:00
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